
We help you put 
hospitality first.TM



I would say GoTab as contemplated pre-virus was simply an ordering utility. 

Now, with 100% of our activity at our restaurants going through that, now 

it’s not just an ordering platform but it’s an experience platform.

Dominic Engels, Former CEO
Stone Brewing Co.



Delivering a Great Hospitality 
Experience Takes Flexibility

● Welcoming returning guests with fewer staff 

● Supporting and maintaining the staff  you have

● Maximizing quality in spite of rising food and labor costs 

● Accommodating shifting guest  preferences for ordering and 

paying
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Why GoTab
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● Open and Share Tabs Between Servers and Guests

● Run On Existing Hardware - iOS-, Android-, Windows-Enabled Devices

● No App Downloads Needed

● Manage Menu in Real-Time;  86 Items Directly from the KDS

● 2-Way Messaging from KDS to Guests

● Dine-In, Takeout, Delivery Platform -- Consistent Guest Experience

● Batch Orders and Throttle Channels for Peak Demand

● Fraud Protection (Walkout Pursuit)



Put Hospitality First, with Flexibility
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Guests scan the GoTab QR 
code at their table from their 
mobile device.

Guests browse menu, order/ 
open tab, add-to-tab; no app 
downloads required.

Open and share tabs between 
servers and guests. Servers 
order through the GoTab web 
or mobile app.

Orders show up in GoTab KDS.
Another round of apps or 
drinks? No problem. The tab 
stays open until the ordering is 
done. 

Guests pay on their mobile 
phone via Credit Card, Apple or 
Android Pay; or pay through 
the GoTab PAX Terminal. 
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Self-service or server-based 
ordering based on hours of 
operation, location, or restaurant 
zones

Modern inventory management; i.e., ordered 
versus schedule inventory to bridge the gap 
between take-out/delivery and dine-in orders

Set up menu modifiers, standard tax 
and default tip rates

Enable, disable, or 86 items on demandAdd and adjust categories, 
schedules, images and the order of 
menu items

Customize menu(s) by “zone” or 
on-premise location; i.e. patio, 
dining room, bar

Put Hospitality First, with Agility
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● Simple and secure card verification via guest’s mobile device.  

● Payment method is secured before the order; eliminates walkouts.

● Card information is encrypted and protected; only under guests’ 

control. 

● PCI, GDPR and CCPA compliant. 
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Put Hospitality First …  with 
Affordability & Security



Sample of Current Customers
Restaurants and Breweries

Hotel, Retail, and Events



901 N Stuart Street #800
Arlington VA 22203

For more information, contact me at
info@gotab.io  |  https://gotab.io/en | (202) 949-6886

mailto:christian@gotab.io
https://gotab.io/en


Backup



Return on Investment
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Since 2016, we’ve helped savvy food 
and beverage operators optimize their 
front-of-house service models using 
cost-effective, agile, contactless 
technology. Our customers include 
hundreds of food and beverage 
establishments across almost 30 
states, and growing.



Scale with Less Labor
GoTab operators can reduce their 
labor costs by up to 15%+

Better Reviews
GoTab operators see higher Yelp 
reviews – average ½ star higher for 
GoTab users

Larger Order Sizes
GoTab operators see higher 
customer spend – 23% when 
compared to counter service

More Efficient Service
GoTab operators process more 
transactions – typically 3-5 times 
more at peak versus a traditional POS
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GoTab Makes an Impact

Based on a 2019 analysis of GoTab data.
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Put Hospitality First & Technology in 
the Background

With GoTab, operators can modernize their tech stack without having to 

rip and replace the investments in legacy POS systems they’ve already 

made. They get a complete restaurant commerce platform for their 

business that sits “over-the-top” of their existing POS.

See how our platform allows you to take control of the front-of-house. 

● Deep insights and trends in robust and easy to read dashboards.

● Track week-by-week sales and other metrics.

● Receive real-time customer experience feedback.

● Get notified of staff trends including top employees and anomalies.



We also operate “over the top” of your POS so you can modernize 
without having to rip and replace what you already have.

GoTab Integration
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We currently integrate with the following systems:
● Micros 3700 and Simphony 1 and 2
● Aloha
● Positouch
● Brink
● Square

GoTab was created by members of the hospitality industry, and we 
recognize that your POS system is a huge part of your operation.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rat0Zx-0EpU


We’ve always had great visuals and amazing photos of our food, and 
found that multimedia assets are a great way to boost interest and 
orders. It’s also one of the reasons we’ve been able to garner such a 
strong following within the community of food enthusiasts in D.C. 
GoTab really makes it easy to make those photos the centerpiece of 
the menu browsing experience. They can be added to the menu in just 
a few minutes and really entice our customers to order from our food 
stall at Union Market.

Donovan Pham, Manager, Ramen by UZU 
at Union Market, Washington, DC



People are so excited that they don’t have to wait to order anymore. 
Whether they want another round or forgot a food item, the 
convenience is next-level. Our staff is less stressed out as well. It’s 
been easy getting them up-to-speed on the interactivity with the app 
and how to explain it to customers, and they even enjoy using it 
themselves for staff meals. When they spend time answering guest 
questions now, they can take their time, as they’re not running to other 
tables to take orders or check in.

Stephen Dorame, Asst. GM,
Arts District Brewing Co, 

Los Angeles



GoTab has allowed our stores to operate and stay busy, and that’s a 
very good thing. We are fortunate to have had tools like GoTab and 
MarginEdge to help us through the challenges of the past year.

Our kitchen sometimes gets bogged down with the number of tickets 
because people just order what they want to. It’s a different flow in the 
kitchen and that’s sometimes a challenge, especially with dine-in 
service and carryout.

Jon Linck, Partner & Dir of Ops
Black Restaurant Group



GoTab is the best solution for contactless ordering and payment in the 
current landscape. It has given us the tools to pivot during this past 
year, and we’re excited to evolve our hospitality service model to blend 
technology and in-person hospitality, particularly for our luxury 
clientele.

Camilo Rivera, General Manager, 
The Delegate a Marriott Property



We have been able to optimize our culinary operations and handle an 
exponentially higher volume of orders thanks to GoTab’s technology. 
This has led to robust sales and a 240% increase year-over-year in F&B 
revenue, which is truly a feat given the current global pandemic. The 
use of contactless ordering features also allowed them to significantly 
reduce menu printing costs, which typically represent a large line item 
on their budget.

Zach Dimmitt
Food & Beverage Director

Hilton Omaha



I’ve been recommending GoTab to other Chefs who have small 
operations and look for low-cost solutions for contactless ordering and 
payment. Compared to the other platforms that currently exist for 
hospitality operators, GoTab is by far the most affordable with some of 
the best features created specifically for restaurant operations. You 
can tell that GoTab was created by people who have a hospitality 
background and fully understand how a restaurant operates. The 
features we have access to as operators are exactly what we need to 
run our kitchen operations and appropriately serve our takeout and 
dine-in customers.

Chef Rock Harper,  Owner
Queen Mother’s Restaurant 



We were able to launch our Kwik-E Beer Pop-Up Shops seamlessly with 
GoTab, without worrying about bulky technology burdens. Our Spruce 
Street and Northern Liberties locations were up and running very 
quickly, which gave us the opportunity to keep our staff employed right 
as operations at The Lab and the outdoor Evil Genius Beer Garden were 
slowing down. The pop-ups were meant as an experimental project 
and our first foray into retail opportunities. On the first weekend, we 
had promising results and were able to double our current revenue in 
just a few days.

Trevor Hayward, Co-Owner
Evil Genius Beer


